Mr. Mirwais Alizai, Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Grand Technology Resources (GTR), is the most prominent businessman, who was born in a well-educated, upright, and business class family in Kandahar, Afghanistan. He followed the concrete and stable footprints of his reputed father and grandfather who were great businessmen in the region. His late father was a businessman and a civil aviation pilot that has also led to the creation of the mentality for Mr. Alizai to invest hugely in the aviation sector since 2005.

Mr. Alizai proudly established Grand Technology Resources along with his Malaysian business partners in 2006. Since, GTR is providing its auspicious services in the field of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) aiming to bring businesses, governments, and communities to the massive use of technology and technological innovations. Through his stunning efforts and enormous investments; Mr. Alizai, succeeded to expand GTR and its two sister companies in the fields of aviation and oil refineries that provide its noble services in United Arab Emirates (UAE), Afghanistan, Malaysia, and South Korea.